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   Rigidity Theorems on Spheres and Complex Projective Spaces

                        RYOICHI KOBAYASHI
             Department of Mathematics, Nagoya University

 ABsTRAcr. This is a short report on two rigidity theorerns concerning spheres. One is
characterizing Euclidean spheres in terrns of the lower bound of the sectional cnrvature and the
length of the shortest closed geodesics. The other is a characterization of complex projective
spaces as a smooth Kahler compactification of complex homology cells (which was proved by Van
de Ven in dimension S 5 and was conjectured by Brenton and Morrow in general dimensions).

O. Two Rigidity Theorems Concerning Spheres. This note is a report on two
rigidity theorems in differential geometry recently obtained by Itokawa and the author
[IK] and by the author [IÅq21:

THEoREM 1 ([IK]). Let M be an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold whose
sectional curvature K is bounded below by k2 with k År O and the length of the shortest

closed geodesics is egual to 2ie'L. Then M is isometric to the Euclidean sphere Sk" of radius

t in Rn+1.

THEoREM 2 ([K2]). Let (X, D) be a pair of an n-dimensional coTnpact complex manifold

X and a smooth hypersurface D in X. Assume that X is Ka-hter, or, D is Ka"hler and X
contains no exceptionalsubvarieties (i.e., subvarieties blown down to a point). Suppose

X-D is biholomorphic to a complex homology n-celL Then (X,D) is biholomorphic to
the hype,tplane section (Pn(C), Pn-i(C))•

Here a (noncompact) complex manifold Y is a complex homology n-celliff H2n-i(Y, Z) (=

H:(Y, Z)) =: O for O S Vi Åq- 2n - 1, where H,' denotes the cohomology groups with

compact support.
 Theorem 1 is completely Riemannian geometric and Theorem 2 is completely complex
analytic. There is no logical relationship between two rigidity theorems. But the author

wishes to report these results at the same time because he investigated these rigidity

phenomena almost at the same time and, which is mathematically more interesting, both
theorems are concerned with characterizations of spheres (with additional structures?.

Indeed, Theorem 1 characterizes spheres with a canonical metric structure in terms of

the lower bound of sectional curvatures and the length of the shortest closed geodesics.

It has a flavor similar to Obata's theorem (see [BGM]) which characterizes Euclidean

spheres in terms of the lower bound of Ricci curvatures and the first eigenvalue of the

Laplacian. Spheres are not apparent in Theorem 2. However, to prove Theorem 2,
we will show that the tubular neighborhood S of D in X together with the standard
Si-action Si Å~ S - S is isotopic to the sphere of ditnension 2n -- 1 with the usual

Si-action. Therefore in the proof of Theorem 2 we will characterize odd dimensional

spheres with thp- standard Si-action, i.e., the Hopf fibration S2n-i . P.-i(C), from the
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complex analytical conditions given in Theorem 2. The conditions in Theorem 2 contain

no explicit information on curvature and are completely complex analytical. Compare
our conditions with curvature conditions in Siu-Yau's theorem [SY] (the positivity of the

bisectional curvature on a compact IÅq6hler manifold X implies that X or P.(C) complex

analytically).

 In this note we explain two examples of the (hopefu11y new) ideas characterizing spheres

in Riemannian geometry and complex algebraic geometry.

 Thanks are due to E. Sato for introducing the author to Van de Van-Brenton-Morrow's

   .conJecture.

1. 0n Theorem 1. Some related rigidity phenomena were known previously.
Tsukamoto [Ts] and Sugimoto [Su] proved:

Suppose that M" satisfies 4k"2 ) K 2 k2. Ifn is odd, assume that M is simply connected.

Then if M has a closed geodesic of length +', it is isometric to Sk".

It follows from Klingenberg's injectivity radius theorem (see [CE] and [Sa2]) that the

curvature assumption in the above result and the simple connectivity of M implies that

all closed geodesics on M have length ) i. On the other hand, Fet [F] proved that

the curvature assumption in Theorem 1 implies that there exists a closed geodesic on M
whose length is f{ Zf'L and index S n - 1. Note that the condition in the above result

on closed geodesics is not the one on the shortest closed geodesics. Moreover the upper

bound of the sectional curvature is not so natural from the point of view of rigidity

theorems in Riemannian geometry. Indeed, for any given k and 6, there is a Riemannian
metric on S2 with K 2 k2 and the length of the shortest closed geodesies 6-close to lt'

but whose maximum curvature grows arbitrarily large. In the special case of dimension

2, Toponogov [T] proved

Suppose that M is an abstract surface satisfying K 2 k2. if there exists on M a closed

geodesic without self-intersections whose length is t', then M is isometric to SZ.

The condition that the closed geodesics have no self-intersections is not removed. Indeed,

for any k År O there exists an ellipsoid in R3 which possesses a prime closed geodesic of

length l't and whose curvature is År k2. 0n the other hand, we assume nothing on the self-

intersections of the shortest closed geodesics. As a result, they have no self-intersections.

The direct higher dimensional analogue of Toponogov's result does not hold. Indeed,
there are lens spaces of constant curvature k2 so that all geodesics are closed, the prime

ones have no self-intersections and they are either homotopic to O and have length }',

or, homotopically nontrivial and can be arbitrarily short (see [Sal]). Of course we have

an equivariant version of Theorem 1:

CoRoLLARy. ijK l2 k2 and the shortest closed geodesics that are homotopic to O in M

have the length 5', then the universal covering ofM must be isometric to Sk".
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Under a Ricci curvature assumption, Itokawa [Il,2] proved

ij the Ricci curvature ofM is ) (n-1)k'2 and if the shortest closed geodesics on M have

the length ) i, then either M is simply connected or else M is isometric with the real

proj'ectiie space all of whose prime closed geodesics have length i.

PRoBLEM. Does Theorem 1 remain true when the assurnption on th'e sectional curvature
is weakened to that on the Ricci curt,ature Ricci År- (n - 1) k2 9

 This seems to be very diMcult. In fact, Itokawa [Il,2] constructed examples so that, for

the Ricci curvature assumption, the shortest closed geodesics may have length arbitrarily

close to k't without manifold's even homeomorphic to S".

 Next we outline the idea of the proof of Theorem 1. For details, see [IK]. We apply

the Morse theory to the loop space st of M (see [M]). Set k = 2T and we characterize
S2".. Let E(or) (resp. L(7)) be the energy functional (resp. the length functional). Then

L(7)2 S E(7) with equality iff 7 is parametrized proportional to arclength. Then the
critical points of E on st are closed geodesics and the constant curves (or M). Let t(7)

be the index of the closed geodesic 7. Put

e := {c E S); c, is a closed geodesic of length 1 and t(c) = n- 1}

and

e' := {c E e; an unstable simplex of E at c represents

                                        a nontrivial element in Tn.i(st, M)}

Fet's theorem and the Morse-Shoenberg index comparison [CE] imply that e l Åë. In fact

we have a stronger assertion:

LEMMA 1.1. Under the assumption of Theorem 1, 0 is nonempty and is a closed set in
s').

For the proof of Lemma 1.1, we remark that the Morse-Shoenberg index comparison
with S2". implies that M has the homotopy type of the sphere. Then we consider a
finite dimensional approximation 'stS' (r suMciently large) of the loop space stS' and

construct a sequence of functionals {Ei} s.t. (i) Ei has only nondegenerate critical points

in 'sti-EÅq'Åqi+e and (ii) Iimi-.. Ei = E in the C2-topology. Applying the standard Morse

theory to ('stS', Ei) and taking the limit i - oo, we get Lemma 1.1.

 Now the main step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show

LEMMA 1.2. Let cE C'. Then the set

U' := {u E UT,(o)M; cu E C'}
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is an epen sei in UT,(o)M•

Here UTM denotes the unit tangent bundle of M and cu denotes the geodesic with u
the initial vector. The continuity method then implies that U" : UT.(o)M and so we
get a family iR e' of tke shortest Åí}osed geodesics iR M. Tke Morse-Skeellberg iRdex

compadson imp}ies

LEMMA 1.3. ijcEe then forany s G R and any v G Tofi,)c we have K(c'(s)Av) : (2T)2.

Thus we get a family of the shortest closed geode$ic$ along which the•curvature is equal
to (2r)2 which is sgMcieRt}y large to coRstruct an explicit iseraetry of M to S2". as iR

TepoRogov's maximum diameter theerem (iCE],ISa2]).

 We prove Lemma 1.2 by the Morse theory on st, llet c E C'. Then as in Lemma 1.3 we

have

LEMMA i.4. 0rthegonal Jaeg5i .fields aleng c is of the ferm

                       const. sin(2Ts)V(s) (O S{ s S 1)

where V(s) is any parallel vectorfield of elements in U(Ticl[o,").

Let {VKs)}:•.-? be paTallel vecSey fields cf orthoRerraal elemeRts ik U(Å} cllg,g). Tkese

may not close up at s me 1 because the holonomy may not be triviai (in fact, the holonomy

turns out to be trivial as we shall see later). Define 2(n - 1) (discontinuous) vector fields

along c:
                                         if o ss sl }                      x,(s) =( 8{(S) if }sssi

and
                      yt(s)=(g,(,) l•i?,iE.;Åq:.l.

Let (x,y) = (xi,•••,xn-i,yi,•••,yn-D E R2(n"-i) ruR cver a small inteTval IÅ~I E
R2("-i) with center O wr R)2("-i). Set

                                      n-1
               a(x,y) = exp,(,){sin(2Ts)(2(xiXi(s) + yiYi(s)))}.

                                      {=1

Note that the vector fie}d inside exp is continuous, So this will form a 2(n -- 1)--simplex

in st.

REMARK. if we consider this constructien en the model space S2"., we get a family of
grgken geedesics (with cerners pessi5iy gt s = O and $ = g] aRd ihese geedesicg gre

smooth iffx = y.

We construct a new 2(n -- 1)-parameter family a(x, y) of Ioops by performing a short cut

modification to loops with corners (and reparametrizing these by the arclength). Define
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an (n - 1)-simplices ru and ro by setting

                               n-1
Tu(x) == a(x, --•x) me exp,(,){sin(2Ts)(Z(xiXi(s) - xiYi(s)))}

                               i=1

and
                                              n--1
                Te(x) : re(x,x) = exp.(,){$iR(2Ts)(Åí xiYs7'(s))}.

                                              iwwwh'i
These two simplices are tran$versal at the image ofx me y ww-- O in st. Every loop in ru
has corners at s == O ands nm g, anda loop in To has a comer at s= O if the holonomy

is nontrivial. Applying Rauch's second comparison ([CEI,[Sa2]), we infer that there is a

neighborhood W of c E e" in st and a positive number a so that the 2(n - 1)-simplex
an VV is contained in the sublevel set S")Si and the (n - 1)-simplex Tu nW represents a

nontrivigl element in Tn-i(W, Wn ftSi-e), i.e., 7u is strictly ttnstable (this is the effect

ef the pre3enee gf ngntrivial cemers fer iggps in 7.). in particu}ar TAW canftot be
deformed iRte RÅqi. Now it may be iRtgitively c}ear that the helenemy gigng c must 5e
trivial on T.Å} (e)c, every Te(x) has ne cerners and the (n - i)-simplex Tg rides en the levei

set st=i. Otherwise r. may be deformed in W into stÅqi, which is a contradiction, It

is now easy to get Lemma 1.2, The new idea in this argument may be the use of the
simplex a(x, y) (consisting of "broken geodesics"). Such a simplex was first introduced

by Araki in [A] when M is a symmetric space.

2. 0n Theorem 2. Van de Ven [Vl proved Theorem 2 when dimX S 5. Van de Ven's
method ls base(l oR the Riemann-Roch theorem. Brentoit aRd Morrow {BM] coajectured
'ac'heerem 2 iR geReral dimexxsieRs (see also [PSI). From our poi"t of view, 'I'keoTem 2 is

a eomsequeRce cf a geReral existeRce theorem for complete Ricci-fiat IÅqahler metriÅës on

eertain class of aMne algebraic manifolds. This motivates the study in {BK] but we eould

prove the existence theorem only under an additional condition, i.e., the Kahler-Einstein

condition on the divisor at infinity, The existence theorem and its proof in [BKI found

some applications ([B], [IÅq1] and [Ye]) but it is too restrictive to be applied to problems

in algebraic geometry. Generalizing previous results of [BIÅq] and [TY] by removing the

Kahler-Einstein condition at infinity, the author showed the fol!owing existence theorem:

ExlsTENce THEoRgM ([K2]). Let X 5e g FaRe manifeld and D e s}ng"ih hypersurface
in X s#ch thgi c!(X) = a[D] with a År 1. Then X -- P admits a eemplete Rieci-fiat

Ka"hler metric.

To apply this existence theorem to problems in algebraic geometry, we need to know the

analytical properties of the resulting metric. This may be described as follows. In the

fo11owing argument, we always assume that dimc X =: n År 1. As ci(X) År O, there exists

a Hermitian metric for Ox(D) with positive curvature form e År O. Let a be a defining
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section of Ox(D). Then e nm V :Taat with t = log TITlirrrl.ll and

                                        tr-1                   w me . ".ww iAob (ll.ill,)T

                             a-!                     me ("iii2)T (e + or ;i i vt rrirst A bt)

defines a cemplete Kahler metriÅë on X - D. Then the IÅq5hler rnetric di in Theorem 2 is

obtained by the deformation of w as follows:

                            c) = w + V:Tobu

where zz satisfies the a prtori estimates:

llVtllUII S Ck {(g.lu,) `'ist'}2-"

for Z D Vk l2 O, where Vw is the Levi-Civita connection of cv. In particular, IuIlal12eqYSLI

is bounded above by an a priori constant, or in other words, u is at most of quadratic
growth relative to the distanee function for w and llVÅíull decays like dist(o, *)2-k. Henee

the K5hler metrics di and w are equivalent:

                             Cw Åq di Åq C-iw

helds wkh C År g aR a prieri constant aRd geemetric properties of w (at infiRity) apprex-

imates those of di. Set
                                        ct-1                         il nv cv 2 1 (".i. li2) T + u,

Then il is a K5hler potential for a complete Ricci-flat IÅqShler metric on X - D which is

equivalent to the squared distance function from a fixed point in X - D.

 Now }et (X,D) be as in Theorem 2. Then Brenton-Morrow [BM] proved the following

MEMMA 2.1. Lei (X, P) 5e as in Theerem 2. ThenX is a Fgne mgnifeM (kence pre2'ective
alge5raie) and ci(X) = or[P] w#h a År 1. Mgregver there is a smgeik map Åë : X . .Pt.(C)

taking D inte a hyperplane Pn-.KC) which indecces ring isemerphisnzs

ip" : H'(P.(C),Z) . H"(X, Z)

abb : H"(P.-i(C), Z) . H'(D, Z).
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Hence (X, D) in Theorem 2 satisfies the conditions in the Existence Theorem. Therefore
X - D admits a complete RiÅëci-fiat Ktthler metric di me V:rObil which has properties

described above. Write ci(w) (resp. pi(w)) for the i-th Chern form (resp. the i-th

Pontrjagin form) computed from the IÅq5hler metric w. Now we look at the foUowing
" equality" (both sides may diverge):

fx-p c2 (s) A din-2 rm fx wwp c2(e) A di#-2 + lx-p(c2(di) - e2 (g)) A sn-2.

By this equality, we compare the growth of these curvature integrals. We consider the

secondary characteristic class on large geodesic ba}ls in the computation of the second

term in the right side. Since di is a Ricci-flat IÅq5hler metric, we have

fx-D C2(di) A ibn-2 År- o.

(Nete that this pToperty is u$ed in the proof of the fact that a cempact Kahler manifold

with ci = e2 = e is cgvered holemorphically by a complex torus.) We cak cgmpute (the
growth of) the iRtegrals in the right haRd side of the above "equality" explicitly. SinÅëe

di is a Ricci-fiat Kahler metric, there occurs no change in the left hand side if we replace

c2 by c2 - gcl =-}pi. We thus have

O S{ - f.-D Pi(e) A di"-2 + fx-.(-pi(di) + pui(e)) A din-2.

From Lemma 2.1 and [MS, Lemma 20.2, pp. 232-2331 (the theory of the combinatorial
PoRtrjagiR classes), we infer that the the growth rate of the first iRtegral iR the right

side is giveR by the PgRtrjagin mamber -}(pKP.(C)) U h"ww2)([P.(C)1), •wkere h is tke

positive geReratgT of H2(P.(CÅr). Thlls, ike above inequality ameuRts to the following

surprising estimate on a (recal} that ci(X) = a[D]):

or )n+ 1.

Indeed, the first term in the right side is computed on Pn(C) and a appears in the second

term with a positive coeMcient. Now we recall IÅqobayashi-Ochiai's characterization of

complex projective spaces iKO]: If or ) nÅÄl then X is biholomorphic to P.(C). We
tku$ have (X,P) = (Pn(C),}tnwai(C)), i.e., t}ie kyperp}aRe $ectioR. We can eveR prove

Kebayaskl-eckiai's characterization [IÅqO] llsikg cemplete Ricci-fiat IÅqghler metrics {K21.

Indeed, since a = n+1, we can construct n RoRtrivial holomorphic fuRctions (zi, • • • , in)

on X-D with at most linear growth (with respect to the distance function of the metric

di), These holomorphic functions will give an isomorphism

x ww (zi,••• ,zn) :X-D --. C"
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and ldzi A• • • Adzn12 coincides with the volume form di" (after a scale change). We thu$

have
                          'llEMMA 22. There exists holomarphic functions zi,•••,xn on X-D which give an
isomorphism X-D ! C" and the Ricci-flat Ka"hler potential tt grows like lzi12+• • •+lzn l2.

 Thus a satisfies the eqllation

                               det (o9,2s-g22) = i

and il grows like a squared distance function of the standard flat metric on C". Using

Calabi's third order estimate [C] (see also [Au]), we infer that it is in fact a quadratic

function and thus di turns out to be a flat metric on Cn, It follows from this and
the definition of fi that any tubular neighborhood S of D in X is diffeomorphic to the
sphere S2"-i and that the natural Si-action (induced fron) the complex structure) on S is

isotopic to that eft the Hopf fibration S2n-i - P..i(C). It fo}iows that D is diffeomorphie

to P.-i(C) aRd (X,P) is diffeemofphic te tke kyperplane sectioR (P.(C),P.-KC)).
Finally, Hirzebruck-Kodaira's characterizatiok of P.(C) (IHK], see also [Yll) implies

that (X, D) is biholomorphic to the hyperplane section (Pn(C), Pn-i(C))•

  We now outline the proof of the Existence Theorem. The geometric idea is this: We
                                                     ww th
consider the family {7e} of the Chern forms of Ox(D) :IÅqx" such that the support of

7ec concentrates along D in the limit e - O. Then we solve the complex Monge-Amp&re
equations (the prescribed Ricci form equations) {Ee} under suitable scaling conditions.

Yau's solution to Calabi's conjeÅëture [Yl] implies that there exists a unique solution at

each stage. We iRtroduce suitable weight fuRctioRs aRd dexive uRiform weigkted ee altÅqil

C2 estimates fer so}gtioRs of {Ee}. FiRally we tak'e tke limit e - g tg get a complete
Ricci-ftat K5hler metric di : w + VTTSbS. T}}e weigkted Ce estimates and tkeir limit

imply that it is at most of quadratic growth relative to the metric w.

  We consider the family of smooth IÅqahler metrics on X defined by

               cve = (".lt21 +,) sti'YL' (e + cr ii i "illlil,lltil ,zaat A bt)

It is easy to see that [wel o( ci(X) and }ime-o we = w. Let V be a Ricci-flat volume form

oR X -- P with po}es ef ordeT 2or alokg D and set

                              Ve = (II2k211+2 ,)crv

By a suitable scale change, we may assume that

fx Ve = fx w.".
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Define fe by fe == Iog W`vL" ,.Then lim.-,o fe :SÅ}v::-". We introduce the following family of the

complex Monge-Amp6re equations on X with weighted normalization conditions:

(Ee)
t (we + AObue)" ( = V,) == e-f`w.",

i f. Xlw,"-o.

Here, ipe is a smooth weight function which is approximately a squared distance function

relative to we from a fixed point (independent of e) in X - D. By Yau's solution to
Calabi's conjecture [Yl], the above equation has a unique solution u. for a fixed e. We

want to prove that there is a constant C År O such that

 UelliiT. 11co g c

holds for all suMciently small e. The existence of the Sobolev inequalities with a uniform

constant is most important in doing so. Set 7=: .n-i. We then have

LEMMA 2.3 (cF. [L]). There exists a constant cÅrO independent of (sufiiciently smaU)

e such that for each e the Sobolev ineguality

           !(f. Ifl2icvge)' sl c f. Idflg,cvge + Vol(co.)-t f. Ifi2cvge

holds for all Ci -functions f on X.

 Deriving weighted a priori estimates independent of e is quite complicated. Details can

be found in [K2]. The outline is as follows. We use the continuity method in the following

way. Replacing fe by Tf. with O S T S 1, we get a two parameter family of complex
MongeAmpbre equations {E,,.}, Let e c [O, 1] be a set of 7 such that the solutions ue,r

have weighted CO estimates uniform relative to e. Clearly O E e. Showing the openness

is reduced to a linear'problem. Here we only mention the following two remarks: (i) the

CO estimate needed for the proof of the openness is shown by the argument in the CO

estimate in the proof of the closedness (cf. [BIÅq]), and (ii) For the C2 estimate, we will use

Cheng-Yau's gradient estimate [CY, Theorem 6] and the standard Schauder estimates.

The main difficulty lies in showing the closedness. VSre need uniform weighted a priori

estimates for the two-parameter family of Monge-AmpÅrre equations. In the following

argument, we set T = 1. Combining the non}inear equation

                           n-1
(1 - e-f`)cvY = (-V=Tebu,) A (Åí cd2-'-`c',',l)

                           i=1
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(di, = w, + vl:Tebu.) and the Sobolev inequality on (X, w.)

                         !               (f. I i;tl lpr) ' s c f. IOI iitl lg12 + voi(we)-i f. 1 iltl IP•

we have

                           2(i) (f. Iiitl lP")'s cp y(.1 liitlp-' 1i -qsli-f`1

                             + cpan f. 1liltl IP 1Å}, + cf. 1iitl l' ilt.

on (X,w.). Here a. = a2"("-i) and a is a constant such that trdi,we S a. Of course a

should be estimated independently. Although the above inequality involves an unknown
constant a, we are able to derive an a pm'ori CO estimate for i;: in the following way. Let

fix an e. We choose a sequence of weight functions {ip,(i)},O•O.o in the following way:

                   ,,,,).(g:?,)h:,,;'Id';i,(2.g:,'.f,tt,,D.,.

Here D, denotes the diameter of (X,w,). First of all we let ip = Åë,(O) = D, (constant

weight function). Then we have no second term in the right hand side of (1) (but we
do have the third term). Set O Åq vn = sup, v6.iZft;-ylDx:.,) Åq oo and a' = supl:ti{rl• Then (1)

becomes

                         i(2) (1. Iliit/ lp')7 s; cp f. Iiit/ lp-' ii -ipe,-f`i +c1. tiif/•lp i,

                          S CP fx liiltl IP-' (11 'ipe,-f`1 + f'.)

if ip = ip.(O). We use the following well-known inequality:

(3) px'-iy f{; A(p-1)xP+Ai-pyp

valid with any positive numbers x, y and A. We will use this inequality to the right hand

side of (2) with

(4) x=l3ie'1, y= 1i-i-f`l and A= 2..,ipD,2,
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wkere we determiRe p by settiftg

(5) p=` pe =log De
for a fixed e (note that p . oo as e --- O). Here n = dim" X År 1; We then have from

(2),(3),(4) and (5) the folowing estimate:

                                Ue                               ll 'i;"llp S Clog D,

for pe7 S p S oo. This seems to be very unsatisfactory because the right hand side
becomes infinity as e . O. But we are able to improve this estimate step by step by
meaRs gf the weightedt ftermaliozatioR cokditioit fti,1ts rm g, the ineqgality (2) (wkich

is essentially the consequence of the Sobolev inequality and the Monge-Ampbre equa-
tion (E),) and Young's inequality with approapriately chosen A at each step. Applying
Meser's iteraticft techxiqge (this glves CO-estimate ftcm a giveg LP--e$Åíimate fer se}#tio=s

of differential inequalities of some kind; see, for instance, [BK]), we will get an a priori

( crO-estimate:

                                   ttc                                 ll";is'llcg ff{ Cf

a$ desired. Continuing the similar arguments with weight functions ipi and estimating

the sum of errors arisiRg frem the Rorma!izatien coftditioms iR (E)e with differeRt choice

of weight functions, we fiRally get an a priori Ce-estimate for 3"f,. Imposing weighted

normalization conditions in (E)e is essential in showing that the sum of errors converges

to some finite number iRdepeRdeRt of e. As there exists a uRiform Sobelev eonstant
for Sebolev inequalities oR (X,we) (Lemma 2.3), the above estimate is independeRt of

suMciently small e. Inductions step goes as follows. The first step in particular gives
au a priori CO estimate for afYals(g iR the region dist(o,*) S tD . Next we set ip = Åë.(1).

In the region dist(o,*) År- Sgtsmu, we a}ready have a goed weighted a priort' C{} estimate.

This time we argue as above and get a good weighted a priori CO e$timate in the region

di$t(e, *) ) tD . IteratiRg this process abo"deg2 D,-times, we get a desired CO estimate

for atg. (although we have errors coming from the nermalization process with different

weight funÅëtions, the sum of all errors remain bounded above by a Åëonstant independent
of s):

                 Iiliifl-IIco S C(Sobolev const.)(aa"(nti))rsthg ,7e supIf,I

where De denotes the diameter of (X, we).

  We llow proceed to showing a prieri estimates for trdi,we (which impliy the estimates

for the second order derivatives of mixed type), Let m År O be a large integer. If we
put K = -(m+1)a' Åq O with a' = supli";f., we get ;l}i+:}iK s{ !!E iS,:S2S s! .3iK Åq O• Set
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ut = ue + KGe, where Ge is the IÅqghler potential for w, deimed by

                                      any-1                            f (e'tl+ e) T dt

with t me log Tt hl.lt with a suitable normalization. We then have

                     ill l?KGe s u2 g .M+ iKipe Åq O• ,

Let 5 : 2Ni +i wkh N År C a large positive integer. 'I'hen u26 Åq e, i.e., the negative

(2N + 1)-st root of u', Åq O is well defined. Set

                                   i                        pc = (or Z i) 7 exp(ew in i).

Then cbo xe pg. Direct computation shows

       Adi. (ilill)6 = s(s- 1)(illl)6-2trdie(Ap03uk A b"2)

                 + 46(6 - i) (ilif.)6t"die (ApOgpo A epo)

                 + 6(6 - i)(iltl)6wwitrdi, (x/:Tauk Abils, + V :lro7ik, Abu2)

                 . 6 (ilill) 5-i A$t,tt2

                 + 6(kl)6" trar, (vCTou2 A bÅ}, + V:ToÅ}, A bu2)

                 + 6(Å}l)"-iÅ}l t,,, (. )!Ell2, bpg . 8V=TS,s,,g A bfig).

Let U, be a region in X defined by the foIIosving properties:

      V :TSG, A bG, k (cgn$t .) V:Zikpg3pg A bAg and V=ilSbfie s (censt .)w,

and
                             ipe År- (const.)pg.

If 6 is suracieRtly small (ix fact we let 5 --År g) agd iKi is sgraclektly large (bgt iReepeRdext

of e), the above equality implies the fo}}owing:

          A.N. (ili/i)6 s{ 6(.MlfÅql)6wwi(1 + clKl)n ma gtr-.p,gcv, - c'n(e-fe - 1)
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on Ue, where c and ct are positive constants independent of e. Let A be a positive number

such that

        tll6L(M. IIÅql)i-6 = i + sv,p lpg(bisectionai curvature of tue)1 =: i + c•

Set Ci = n+nmax{c, U}(1+ 11 -- e-f`1). Now we recall Chern-Lu's infinitesimal Schwarz

lemma ([Ch],[Y3]):
                                         C
                         Adi, logtrdi.we År- -a. trdi,We•

We thus have
 '

(6) Adi. {log tr.-, w, - A(illl;.e)6] 2 trdip,gwe - A6(;l}iillh)'- pi(n + c'IIÅqt)

Since the function
                        -A (illtl2)6 == -A(ilff ;ls,e)6 År o

assumes its local minimum along D and its derivative is oo along D, the function
logtr.-,we - A(;t;2)6 never takes its local maximum value along D and also near D.

If we take e suMciently small then we can apply the maximum principle to the inequality

(6). Finally, letting 6 . 0, we get a desired uniform estimates for tr."-,we. This implies

that there exists a constant c such that

                              cwe Åq il)e Åq c'lcve

holds for all suMciently small e. The estimation of higher derivatives Dku. follows from

the interior Schauder estimates.

CoRoLLARy. Let (X,D) be as above and let ND/x be the normal bundle of D in X.
Then there exists a Ricci-flat Kdhler metric on ND/x which is complete toward D and
blows down the infinity section (i.e., the zero-section of ND' /i x which appears at infinity

of ND/x)•

  We get this corollary by scaling the resulting Ricci-flat complete Kahler metric on X-D

in Theorem 2 by constant e År O and let e . O. Such a metric defined on certain kind of

isolated singularities will be useful in studying degeneration of heat kernels ([Yo]). We

end this note by gathering some problems for future study.

PRoBLEM 1. Which compactiifications of C" are rational 9
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PRoBLEM 2. Suppose that X is a Ka"hler compactiitication of Cn. Let D = Åí;•.i Di be a
divisor at infinity with reduced structure. if ci(X) = Åí;•.i ori[Di] År O with Vai År 1, is X

a rational van'ety 9

PRoBLEM 3. Generalize the Existence Theorem in [K27 to (X,D) in which D has at
worst normal crossings.

 Recently Azad and the author [AIÅq] showed that there exists a complete Ricci-flat

K5hler metric on symmetric varieties (in the sense of [DP]). This is a special case of
Problem 3. Indeed, the symmetric variety GCIKC associated to the Riemannian sym-

metric space GIK of compact type is equivariantly compactified to a Fano manifold X
and the divisor D at infinity consists of r = rank(GIK) smooth hypersurfaces with normal

crossings (DeConcini-Procesi's compactification [DP]). In this case ci(X) = Z ;•.i di[Di]

with di År 1.

PRoBLEM 4. ,}7ind a characterization of (Q.(C),C(2.-i(C)) in the spirit of Theorem 2,

where C(?..i(C) is a guadric cone and (?.(C) - C([?.-i(C) = C".

PRoBLEM 5. ,F'ind a characterization of Kdihler C-spaces as compactiifications of C".

PRoBLEM 6. The construction of a family of smooth ICa"hler metrics cv. on X approxi-
mating a complete one w on X -- D will be generaliied to any pair (X, D) where X is a

smooth prol'ective vam'ety and D is a smooth ample hypersurface. Suppose we are given

a vector bundle on X stable with respect to ci(Ox(D)). Then by Donaldson's theorem
IDI,27 there exists a unigue Hermitian-Einstein metric HE on E over (X,we). What is
the limitting obl'ect as e tends to O ? It is hoped that this limitting procedure will give a

generalization of ID37 (the relative Kobayashi-flitchin correspondence offrarned instan-

tons on S4 (eguivalently, flrermitian-Einstein connections on C2 framed at infinity] and

the holomorphic bundles on P2(C) trivialized along a line?. For this problem, see ILOS7.
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